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Abstract
This paper is concerned with transitivity in Pre-Qin verbs. We start with clarifying a fallacy of
analysis by which transitivity is inadequately tied up with verbs that require two participants.
Transitivity is primarily a concept about transferring of physical action from a potent and
volitional entity to an aimed entity. It is due to this concept of transferring that high transitivity
verbs require two participantes. Coincidentally, verbs of other types may allow or even require
more than one participant. They surface in a syntactic formation similar to high transitivity
verbs. Causative verbs have been fallaciously treated as transitive verbs for the similarity. In this
paper, special attention will be paid to distinguish these two types of verbs by virtue of
divergency of transitivity and causativity.
1. Transitivity and Other Related Semantic Notions
The notion of transitivity in Pre-Qin Chinese grammar remains vague to us. This notion
seems never deliberately elaborated in previous literature. Some traditional grammarians actually
avoid using the term 'transitive' and the concept behind it. Instead, there is a conventional way
in which verbs are dichotomized into wai PH vs. nei [M], or to NI] vs. zi [ roughly with
reference to the number of participants that verbs take.
To the grammarians like L Wang (1958), J Liu (1958), and Ota (1958), the wai/nei
distinction is more functional than lexical. They suppose that number of participants is not
determined by inherent lexical properties of verbs. To these authors, number of participants is
critically determined by grammatical function a verb carries out in specific context.
Despite the fact that transitivity is beyond the traditional accounts on verbs, this notion is
inevitably brought forward when certain grammatical phenomena are considered. Cikoski (1978),
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for example, postulates a correlation between transitive and ergative. He claims that the language
in question has a notable class of ergative verbs which are transitive and intransitive by nature.'
Li and Thompson (1976) follow Wang (1958) and other authors to discuss a productive
grammatical process of causativization, which licenses intransitive verbs to be used causatively.
Li and Thompson leave it open if causative verbs are transitive of some kind. However, the facts
that they correspond Wang's 'wai' verbs to 'transitive' verbs and 'nei' verbs to 'intransitive'
verbs in a direct manners , and that they connect change in causative patterns with word order
change from VO to OV in historical development make it very likely that they will recognize
a correlation between causativity and transitivity.
It seems to us that former studies on Pre-Qin grammar observe transitivity mostly through
the presence or absence of participant in the object position. Attention is rarely given to the
concept of transitivity itself. For researches of a dead language lacking in morphosyntactic
evidence like Pre-Qin Chinese, this should be a serious weak point.
1.1. Major Verb Types
We distinguish four types of verbs for the language, namely, high transitivity verbs, low
transitivity verbs, causative verbs and ergative verbs. Among them, high transitivity verbs are
in contrast with low transitivity verbs, in that the former require two participants to complete
full senses, while the latter only need one participant in most cases.
Causative verbs are derived from low transitivity verbs by means of the causativization
process mentioned above. Generally, any low transitivity verb is liable to convert into a
causative verb. As to ergative verbs, we believe that they are a small set of conventionalized
causative verbs. Ergative verbs alternatively take one or two participants, and it is an essential
feature of ergative verbs that the object of a two-place alternant is identical with the subject of
its one-place counterpart.
1.2. Verb-Participant Relations
Verbs that require two participants are unnecessarily high transitivity verbs. Therefore,
number of participants is in fact invalid for recognizing high transitivity verbs. We instead use
2 Cikoski (1978) dismisses the idea that Pre-Qin verbs should be sub-categorized by virtue
of transitivity. He claims that verbs in the language are either ergative or neutral, and that
transitive usage is simply an alternative of ergative verbs. But it remains unclear how Cikoski
will deal with 'transitive' verbs like [] Moreover, it is remarkable that ergative verbs
are listed in Li and Thompson (1976) as intransitive verbs.
3 Wang claims that 'nei' verbs will carry out the function of 'wai' verbs when the
causativization process applies.
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verb-participant relations to define high transitivity verbs and other types of verbs.'
The term 'transitive relation' describes the semantic relation between a high transitivity verb
and its participants. Similarly, 'causative relation' describes the relation of a causative verb and
its participants. Since causative verbs are derived through the causativization process, causative
relation is not lexically determined. It occurs wherever the causativization process applies.
Judging from the surface, transitive and causative relations resemble each other. Both are
formally marked by two participants. Moreover, their participants are often featured with
comparable characteristics: The participant in the subject position is highly potent and highly
volitional, and the one in the object position is more or less affected. It is due to this similarity
that causative verbs are very often interpreted as transitive verbs. There are subtle yet crucial
differences in between, however. We attempt to focus on the differences so as to distinguish
them with effect.
We believe that transitivity and causativity are conceptually divergent. The core of transitivity
is associated with physical actions. The transferring of action from a volitional and potent agent
to an aimed object pinpoints transitive relation. On the other hand, the core of causativity is
associated with resultative states. The state that the aimed object ultimately changes into
pinpoints causative relation.
That subjects of causative verbs are usually volitional and potent misguides us to conceive
actions in •causative verbs. In reality, the potency and volitionality of the causative subjects
primarily indicate intention and power to cause results, rather than to perform actions. This
marks discrepancy between causative subjects and transitive subjects. Moreover, the fact that
objects of high transitivity verbs are fully affected at times may unavoidably suggest that
transitive relation be close to causative relation. But affectedness of objects which is essential
to causative relation is Only secondary to transitive relation. •
'Ergative relation' is a label for the relation of an ergative verb and its participants. Ergative
relation is almost the same as causative relation, except that the latter is grammatically oriented,
while the former is lexically determined.
1.3. Relative Object
In addition to transitive, causative and ergative objects, there is a special type of objects,
optionally attached to low transitivity verbs. Z Li (1983) refers to them as 'relative objects'.
Relative objects are used to indicate instruments, causes, manners and locations. Since their
We acknowledge that degree of transitivity may vary from context to context, and
discourse factors have great influence on it, just as Hopper and Thompson (1980) assert. At the
same time, however, we believe that the concept of transitivity itself is primarily semantic.
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function overlaps with that of prepositional phrases, they are sometimes realized as objects of
dropped prepositions [JA 'with' or [1-T-] 'at, in, on' (K Wang, 1986).
2. Evidence from Corpus
We count on historical texts to study Pre-Qin Chinese. The present data are obtained from
a computational corpus jointly developed by Institute of History and Philology and Institute of
Information Science, Academia Sinica.
The corpus has in storage 32 different texts written before Western Han [ 7 ] period.
Among them, 18 texts may probably be finished by the end of Warring States [ ciq ] period.
These 18 Warring States texts are divided into two groups, under the labels of Basic Warring
States Texts [ and Recommended Warring States Texts [ We
choose Basic Warring States texts to set up our data, which include Confucius Analects [q E],
Mencius [	 ], Xunzi [	 Mozi [	 ], Zhuangzi [	 Hanfeizi [	 ], Lushi
Chunqiu [ E,.4gf); ], Guoyu [	 and Zhangguoce [	 v].
2.1. The Data
We have two major concerns about data collection. First, the size of data should be
reasonable. It should not be too large to handle. Second, the data should be able to reflect reality
of the language. The data need to be collected from as many different source texts as possible.
The technique adopted for data search is key-word-in-context (KWIC) search. A key
word/phrase is first assigned, and then the machine automatically searches through the source
texts for expressions (concordances) containing the key word/phrase. In the present study on
transitivity, we select the pattern of verb-object to be our key phrase, and we aim to locate
expressions which contain verb-object phrases.
There is actually a technical problem that hinders us to locate all the aimed concordances.
The problem is that parts-of-speech have not been tagged in the corpus yet. Thus is it infeasible
to find concordances directly by the class of .verbs. Moreover, even if we can get as many
concordances as possible, we will not be able to handle a database of that size. To reduce
number of concordances in a balanced way, we decide On the pattern [X- Z-#] as the key pattern
for KWIC search.
2.2. The Pattern of [X- 7_-#]
In this pattern, X represents any word immediately proceeds the pronoun [,-"L] 'it, him/her,
them', and # stands for a boundary mark, a comma, a semicolon, or a period. The reason that
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we specify word-strings ending with a phrase boundary is to avoid catching a homographic
nominalizer widely used in the language which converts word/phrase immediately following it
into a nominal element (Norman, 1988). The nominalized word/phrase by the nominalizer cannot
be omitted in any condition. Consequently, the [ ,- t] that immediately occurs before a phrase
boundary, as the pattern describes, wily not be the nominalizer. The key pattern thus guarantees
concordances sorted out by KWIC search will simply contain X-pronoun (X-object) strings.5
Our data argue for the hypotheses that transitivity need to be interpreted by verb-participant
relation and that transitivity and causativity can not be otherwise differentiated in Pre-Qin
language except for exploring their difference in verb-participant relations.
3. Trnasitivity in Pre-Qin Verbs
We have claimed in the very beginning that transitivity is significantly distinct from
causativity and ergativity in Pre-Qin grammar. In this section, we will demonstrate
representative examples to illustrate our claim.
3.1. High Transitivity Verbs
Transitive relation holds between high transitivity verbs and their participants. Central notion
of transitive relation lies on the transferring of physical actions. To achieve its salience, the verb
usually takes two participants. One participant functions to force the transferring, and the other
functions as destination of the transferring. For example:
(3-1)
ra–V-F-.1V,ttT-11-ZWt°(t409---)
Fan-Wen-Zi/like/straight/talk, Wu-Zi/hit/him/with/stick
Fan-Wen-Zi likes talking straight, and due to this Wu-Zi hit him with a stick.
(3-2)
IfItEg-511i	 MIL)*
Once/King Tai/live/Bin, Di/people/harass/him
Once King Tai lived in the place of Bin, and the Di people harrassed him.
The verbs [] 'attack' in (3-1), and [If] 'harrass' in (3-2) are high in transitivity. Both denote
physical actions, and both entail the transferring of action from the subject participant to the
object one.
5 X in this pattern needs not to be an inherent verb. Words of noun category are possible
to convert into verbs, and occupy the same slot (K Wang, 1989; C Liu, 1992).
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As shown in (3-1), the subject [It-7-] 'Wu-Zi' initiates and performs the action jab and thus
acts as a typical agent. The pronoun [ ] which substitutes for [ n3Z-T--] 'Fan-Wen-Zi' acts as
the target that the action is transferred to.
Transferring of action does not imply senses of affectedness. In fact, affectedness is quite
peripheral to transitive relation, .as can be observed in the verb ['a] 'chase' of (3-3):
(3-3) 
W -E 	 	 Ft;,t7E17:50 f2if)()
Lord of Qi State/.../mount/horse for courier service/and/self/chase/Yan-Zi,
reach/him/suburb
Lord of Qi State...mounted the horse and chased Yan-Zi by himself, reached
him at suburb.
[a] contains an on-going process, and the the object [ 'Yan-Zi' acts as an attempted
target of the subject [AK -] 'Load of Qi State', not a reached target. But salience of transitivity
is still achieved in this case because the force of transferring is implied. In comparison, the verb
[A] 'escape' in (3-4) is an action verb lacking in force of transferring:
(3-4)
1-41. 99- N310 -,t1A 	  (REM)
Yi-Yin/again/escape from/Tang/and/go to/Jie
Yi-Yin escapted again from Tang and went to Jie
The direction of the action [ a] is opposite to that of [ A ]. While the latter goes toward its
object, the former goes away from its object. This difference critically makes these verbs belong
in two categories. With no transferring force, Dal can only be treated as a low transitivity verb.
A certain number of high transitivity verbs may entail senses of affectedness, but supporting
evidence is difficult to find:
(3-5)	
AZ.6317WA ( g5--V)(
Duke Miu of Qin State/.../raise/hold up/son of feudal prince/Chong-Er/to/attack/
Duke Huai, kill/him/in/Gao-Liang
Duke Miu of Qin State...held prince Chong-Er up to attack Duke Huai, an
killed him in the place of Gao-Liang.
The verb [R] 'kill' in (3-5) seems to denote a strong sense of affectedness: As the action of
killing is imposed upon its object, the state of death will spontaneously be brought out. But it
deserves noting that we do not have sufficient evidence to argue against a reverse possibility that
P;1 does not include the phase of death.' As a matter of fact, verbs that may entail senses of
transferring and affectedness coincidentally are extremely rare in the language. The
6	 Mandarin Chinese, the verb [ 41] actually excludes the phase of death (Tai, 1984).
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overwhelming majority of high transitivity verbs are like [ 	 [M] and UAL which solely
contain senses of transferring.
Finally, as shown in (3-1)-(3-3), subject of high transitivity verbs is usually the one who
performs the action in question. This by no means implies that the subject needs to be an actor.
As can be seen in (3-5), the subject [ WiT.,] 'Duke Miu of Qin State' is just an initiator who
makes the actions [ r:] 'attack' and [ed to be performed by [	 ] 'prince Chong-Er'.
3.2. Low Transitivity Verbs
Low transitivity verbs include verbs of states/properties such as [ d\] 'small' and [ t]
'humane', verbs of mental activities such as [ *fl ] 'know' and [ 	 ] 'love', and verbs of
movements such as
	
'stand' and [] 'run'. Among them, [ /J\ ], [C], [A], and [] are
agreeably treated as intransitive verbs, but [M and [] are often regarded as transitive verbs.
To our opinion, Po] and [	 are low in transitivity due to the total absence of transferring
forces in their denotations.
Low transitivity verbs do not denote senses of transferring, and the majority of them just take
a single participant, being an actor or a theme of description, in normal cases. Only certain types
of low transitivity verbs consistently take two participants, among which mental activity verbs
like [ o], [] and [g] 'hate' are typical examples:
(3-6)
I/already/already/know/it/PAR
I have already known it.
(3-7)
sz_7rixlgozo itim)
love/him/want/his/live, hate/him/want/his/die
When loving him, (You) want him to live, and when hating him, (You) want him
to die.
As [ koZ] 'know it', [ --Z] 'love him' and [ 'hate him' in the above exemplify, these
verbs require an object participant to complete full senses. Therefore, objects in these cases are
obligatory.
These verbs, like [A] in (3-4), are short of transferring forces. Their object functions to
provide an overt reference point. The pronoun [ 7,_'_7 ] in (3-6) makes a reference point which
restricts the range of knowing. That in (3-7) makes a reference point which indicates the entity
of loving. Neither [ O] nor [C entails a force that tends to make the activity to be transferred
onto the reference point.
There remain two other situations in which an extra participant occurs to low transitivity
verbs. The first is circumscribed by a rule of the grammar which says that low transitivity verbs
can take an optional relative object whose function is equivalent to that of a prepositional phrase.
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The object [ ] of the verb [M] 'afraid' in (3-8) is a relative object, indicating reason/cause
of the subject's afraidness. Such a relative object also functions to denote a reference point
similar to those required by the just mentioned mental activity verbs. The only difference
between them is that the object of [it ] is optional, while the objects of [ o] and [ are
obligatory.
(3-8)
E. 7S`tr.: °
	 )
I/also/afraid/it
I am also afraid of it (the situation).
(3-9)	
WHIZ. ?713 _h.)
Heaven/NOM/bless/Chu State, who/can/make.afraid/it
When Heaven's blessing Chu State, who is able to make it afraid?
The other situation is related to the causativization process. In general, any low transitivity
verb can go through the process.' After the process, the derived causative verb takes the subject
of its original verb as object, and takes an additional participant to fill in the subject slot. For
example, in (3-9), [ t'a ] 'make afraid' is a causative verb derived from a synonymous low
transitivity verb [ft] through the process. Its object [7,17j, which replaces the antecedent noun
[V] 'Chu State', is exactly the subject of its original form (cf. examples (3-10)-(3-11)).
3.3. Causative Verbs
We follow up previous studies to label verbs derived from the process of causativization as
'causative verbs', and yet we really believe 'resultative verbs' a more sensible label, because we
think the essential function of the process is to impose a resultative aspect on the original verbs.
It is mainly for consistency's sake that the better known terms like 'causative', 'causativity' and
'causativization' continue to be used in our discussions.
We acknowledge well that L Wang (1958) and J Liu (1958) ever mention about a
possibility that 'wai' verbs go through the process and become causative verbs. Li and
Thompson (1976) actually refer to the wai verbs in Wang as transitive verbs. We will not go
into detail on this issue at the present stage. Only we feel it necessary to note it here.
Among the most frequently mentioned examples for transitive verbs to convert into causative
verbs are [ A] 'eat' and
	 'study, learn'. From our present point of view, [	 is no doubt
a low transitivity verb. As to [ ], we believe its causative usage is derived from the
synonymous noun [ A] 'a generic label for food' through a productive verbalization process,
rather than the process at issue. For details about the process of verbalization, see K Wang
(1989) and Liu (1992).
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Resultative states make up the semantic core of causative relation, as is revealed by the
entailment relationship in (3-10)-(3-11):
(3-10)
make afraid/Chu State
To make Chu State afraid
(3-11)
4f`11
Chu State/afraid
Chu State is afraid
In the above, the causative pattern NIV1 'make Chu State afraid' entails [itifm] 'Chu State is
afraid'. This very fact indicates that in the derived sense, the mental state of afraidness denoted
by the original verb becomes a resultative mental state into which the object [q] of the derived
verb enters. On the other hand, the entailment relationship displayed in (3-10)-(3-11) never holds
in a high transitivity case like [U] in (3-12)-(3-13). This strongly suggests that phase of result
should not be included in the verb [C.
(3-12)
attack/Chu State
To attack Chu State
(3-13)
'-
Chu State/attack
Chu State attacks
Causation co-exists with resultative state. In (3-9), the causative verb [1] entails the object's
becoming afraid and the subject's causing it to happen. Like the result part, the causation part
is innovated through the process.
In certain original forms, however, the causation part seems highly conventionalized. Let us
examine the verb [tt] in the following examples:
(3-14) 
VAkW:I'M #-Llavywoa mf	 MEW)
Qin State/make defeated/Eastern Zhou, with/Wei
State/fight/in/Yi-Que, kill/Xi-Wu
Qin State defeated Eastern Zhou, then fought with Wei
State in the place of Yi-Que, and killed Xi-Wu.
(3-15) 
ttfWf#P4 0 ( P±.)
Wu/being defeated/in/Yi-Que
Wu was defeated in the place of Yi-Que.
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In (3-14), the causative verb [k] entails the object's being defeated and the subject's causing
the event, exactly the same as [ft] in (3-9). But, unlike [ UV], the causation part of [ At] is
somehow lexicalized in the low transitivity form. Let us compare (3-15) with (3-16). [ft] in the
latter case indicates a constant state of afraidness for certain specific reason. [ft] in the former
case, on the other hand, seems to connote causation. Thus [ ] is like a conceptually passive
verb.
(3-16) 
ffiNiftft . (
I/for/this/afraid
I am afraid for this reason.
We recognize verbs like [ ] should be grouped together as a sub-class of low transitivity
verbs. This particular sub-class may exactly be the class of ergative verbs identified in Cikoski
(1978).
4. Conclusion
We have discussed transitivity as well as causativity in Pre-Qin Chinese. It is found that
transitivity in the language cannot but be well-understood by virtue of semantic relationship of
transitive verbs and their participants. Transferring of action is analyzed as central notion of
transitivity, due to which the subject participant of a transitive verb is required to have the
volition and potency to force a transferring and the object participant is required to serve as its
destination. Resultative state, on the other hand, is central to causativity. Thus the subject
participant of a causative verb is required to have volition and potency to cause a result to
happen, and the object participant is required to act as patient that ultimately changes into the
resultative state the verb in question denotes.
Transitivity is determined by inherent properties of individual verbs. That the verbs [] and
[x] show high transitivity while the verbs [a] and [M] show low transitivity is rooted lexically.
Moreover, for verbs like [ ] and [4fl which naturally force the transferring to reach its
destination, the salience of transferring is achieved when destination is overtly expressed in the
object position. For verbs like [ i ] which indicating an on-going transferring, the salience of
transitivity will also be achieved as long as an attempted destination overtly occurs. This is
because we recognize transitivity primarily through the transferring rather than the reaching of
transferring to some object. At last, the transferring of action is expressed in a fixed word order,
with the participant indicating force before the action and the one indicating destination after the
action. It is ungrammatical to have a destination expressed ahead of action, as demonstrated in
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(3-13).8
Low transitivity is by no means correlated with number of participants. We have displayed
examples of low transitivity verbs which consistently taking two participants as high transitivity
verbs do. We have also displayed causative verbs derived from low transitivity verbs, which
differ from inherent high transitivity verbs.
This paper show our primary effort on the investigation of Pre-Qin verbs. We admit that a
number of semantic facets of transitivity listed in Hopper and Thompson (1980) remain
untouched. We only observe essential distinction of transitivity and causativity without going into
detail about the divergency in syntactic behaviors. For example, how modification types of
adverbials correlate with different verbs has not been closely examined. We do not exhaust all
possibilities on verb-participant relationship in terms of semantic roles of the cooccurrence
participants, as Teng (1976) and CKIP (1993) do for Mandarin Chinese. Neither do we dig into
event type structure of Pre-Qin verbs yet, as Tai (1984) does for Mandarin. However, we
believe that this paper contributes to serve as a valuable basis upon which verbal semantics of
Pre-Qin Chinese can be developed.
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